The engine doesn't start…

When did you last replace your battery?
I'm so happy we
can go out by car
today!

It's been a while since we
last went somewhere far.
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Oh dear, the engine
won't start…
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She will recover when

Looks like her
battery has run
out too.

Useful tips on battery
A weak battery may cause troubles such as engine starting failure.
In worst cases, it may even cause a sudden engine stall.Imagine that happening when
you’re far far away from home…
But is weak battery the only reason for these troubles?
As a matter of fact, these may be caused by the malfunction of the alternator, which
generates electricity and charges the battery, or by bad conductivity of electric wires.
At Suzuki dealers, we inspect every possible factors and repair them all at once.
Visit a Suzuki dealer to get “true” service, and maintain comfortable driving.!

Visit your Suzuki Dealer for a checkup!

she ﬁnishes recharging.
I should make sure my
battery doesn't run out
and drive safely.
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Recommendation of Battery replacement
交換すると

If overused without replacement…

• エンジントラブルの防止
• 燃費向上
• 車長持ち

• Abnormal noises may occur
• Oil level reduction may occur
• The rate of engine component
wear increases
• Permanent engine damage
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Periodical checkup and replacement will maintain comfortable driving!

Replacement Guideline
Interval
check periodically

Purpose and Function
Battery is used to start the engine and
to provide electricity to operate other
components of the car (audio system,
seat heater, headlights, etc.)

The battery is the trigger for starting the engine

The electricity stored in car battery is
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generated by the alternator.
The alternator converts the momentum
of the engine into electricity.
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However the engine needs electricity
from the battery in order to start up.
Therefore, if battery runs out, the
engine will not start and the alternator
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will not able to generate electricity for
the battery.
The battery will self-discharge even if
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Power Windows
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it is not being used, so it is important
to let the engine run regulaly.

Head lights etc.

Visit your Suzuki Dealer for a checkup!

